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ABSTRACT
We present our solution on task2 and task3 of KDD Cup 2022 ESCI
Challenge for Improving Product Search. Our approach mainly con-
sists of four parts: 1) multilingual pretrained language model for
context-aware embeddings and domain adaptive pretraining on this
dataset for a more informative encoder. 2) product title concatena-
tion to obtain adjacent products’ information under each query. 3)
further positive techniques such as data resampling and R-Drop. 4)
model ensembling. The evaluation result of our approach achieves
F1 score 0.8251 on task 2 , and F1 score 0.8734 on task 3 respectively,
which ranks the fourth on the corresponding leaderboard.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Task Description
In this challenge, we are expected to build new ranking strategies
on a given shopping queries data set. Given a query and a result
list of products retrieved for this query, we are expected to clas-
sify each candidate product in task 2, and to identify whether the
classification of substitution is correct in task 3. Three different
languages are covered in this challenge, including English, Spanish
and Japanese. Task 2 emphasizes the classification of four labels
named as "exact", "substitute", "complement" and "irrelevant", while
task 3 focuses on the identification of "substitute".
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Table 1: Detail of training data

Language Queries Judgements Avg. Length

English 68,139 1,272,626 18.7
Japanese 10,624 249,721 23.5
Spanish 12,687 312,397 24.6

1.2 Data Analysis
There are 1,834,744 samples of query-product pairs in the data set
with average sentence length of 20.1. Besides, the data set contains
1,815,216 products with the following fields: product title, product
description, product bullet-point, product brand and product color.
Some of the above fields could be vacant except the product title.
The detail of the data set is listed in Table 1. Despite the data set of
task 2 and 3 being the same, the two tasks are independent.

1.3 Task Solution
The foundation model we choose is InfoXLM-large[3] which has
been proved to be a powerful multilingual pre-trained language
model compared with other models like mBERT[5] and it can pro-
cess all the languages existing in Task 2 and 3.Based on that, various
strategies have been tested along with our exploration like data
augmentaion, adaptive pretraining, utilization of adjacent products,
R-Drop[9], etc. In this paper, we present an overall analysis of this
competition and introduce our PLM based solution framework to
the product search challenge.The related work of textual similarity
and language model is briefly introduced in section 2. The detail
of our method is presented in section 3. The experimental results
are exhibited and analyzed in section 4. Section 5 summarizes the
paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Text Similarity
In this challenge, the classification focuses on different relation-
ships between a user query and each of its retrieved products,
which can be measured by the text semantic relevance and could
be viewed as a text similarity problem. Text similarity is an im-
portant research issue in natural language processing, which is
quite widely used in many downstream tasks. Previously, statistical
methods like BM25[15], Levenshtein distance[14] are widely used
to evaluate the relevance between two texts. In order to compare
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Table 2: Distribution gap between train set and dev set

Exact Substitute Complement Irrelevant

train 0.626 0.234 0.032 0.108
dev 0.738 0.168 0.021 0.073

the fine-grained differences between two texts, there are mainly
two solution paradigms developed: representation based models
and interaction based models. The early representation based mod-
els such as WMD[8] and SIF[1] are based on bag of words repre-
sentation. Further more, other supervised models like DSSM[7],
SiamLSTM[10], Sentence-BERT[13] could build more robust and
precise embedding presentation of texts. Meanwhile,depending on
interactive layer after embedding of two texts, interaction based
models like MatchPyramid[12], ESIM[2], RE2[16] etc. could dig out
deeper relation between two sentences.

2.2 Pretrained Language Model
With capturing latent information of sentences, transformer based
pretrained language models have been verified to be the state of
the art models for most of the NLP tasks. Due to the multilingual
feature of this challenge, we consider multilingual pretrained lan-
guage models like mBERT[5], ERNIE-M[11] and XLM-R[4]. Using
multilingual masked language modeling and translated language
modeling as pretraining tasks, InfoXLM-large[3] achieves SOTA
performance on XTREME[6] leaderboard.

3 METHOD
3.1 Overall Architecture
Our baseline model is simply providing a pair of query and product
title to InfoXLM[3] model and predicting its classification distri-
bution with the [CLS] token representation. All optimizations we
applied are based on this framework and the overall architecture
of our approach is shown in Figure 1.Above our baseline model,
we concatenated the product titles near the target product as sup-
plementary information. According to our experiments, such addi-
tional input can improve the accuracy of classification. Furthermore,
we changed the number of selected adjacent products and used re-
sampling technique to train different models. After training with all
the optimization methods discussed above, we made an ensemble
of the best models on each fold for the final prediction.

3.2 Dataset Split
We merged the public data sets of task1 and task2 to get more data
for training. Noticing that the task 2 test set does not contain any
data from task1 public data and samples on task1 are obviously
more difficult than those on task2, We randomly extracted 4000
samples for validation from task2 data set that does not appear on
task1 data set , which ensures that our offline test performance can
be closer to online scores. We didn’t do any other data cleaning
other than converting all texts to lowercase.

data preprocess

adjacent product extraction

query product title adjacent product titles

example A

infoxlm backbone

cross entropy loss + R-drop loss

task2 GBDT head task3 GBDT head

post processing

Figure 1: model architecture

3.3 Domain Adaptive Pretraining
This challenge focused on the scene of e-commerce. To capture
the relevance between queries and products effectively, we firstly
performed domain-adaptive pretrain tasks on the full training and
test data. In additions, we also use the concatenation of query
and product title pair with the exact label in the domain adaptive
pretraining step.

3.4 Utilization of Adjacent Products
We suggest that the relevance of a product to a query is not only de-
termined by the product itself, but also is affected by other retrieved
products by the same query. At the same time, we found that the
annotation standards for different queries seem to be inconsistent.
For example, a product with its color different from the query’s
color could be labeled as exact, but in some other queries, the differ-
ent colors could make a product labeled as substitute or irrelevant.
Therefore, for each query and a target product, we selected 2-6
other retrieved products of this query near the target product as
context information. The number is limited to the max length of
the input texts of the model. We concatenate the query, the product
titles and context with [SEP] to form the final input of the model.
In this way, the model can distinguish the factors that really affect
the correlation between a specific query and the corresponding
products through the context information.

3.5 Consistency Learning
We introduced the idea of consistency learning to improve the
robustness and generalization ability of the model. Consistency
learning improves the overall performance of the model by con-
straining the inconsistency of high-level representations caused by
certain aspects of the same sample, such as input representation,
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Table 3: Model Used in Ensemble

Model Description Task2 F1 Score(Public)

task2

resample + R-Drop + 4 adjacent products 0.820
R-Drop + 4 adjacent products 0.821
R-Drop + 2 adjacent products 0.819
only task2 data + R-Drop + 4 adjacent products -

task3

resample + R-Drop + 2 adjacent products 0.819
resample + R-Drop + 4 adjacent products(another seed) 0.820

dropout, and model architecture.Specifically, We utilized R-Drop[9]
technique to minimize the bidirectional KL-divergence between
the output distributions of two sub models sampled by dropout.For
this classification problem,cross entropy loss is used as the basic
loss function, which is:

𝐿𝑖𝐶𝐸 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 )) (1)

where the 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖means the label and the input of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample
respectively. The loss of regularization term is described as the
formula 2.

𝐿𝑖𝑅 = 𝐾𝐿(𝑃𝑖1 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 ) | |𝑃
𝑖
2 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 )) + 𝐾𝐿(𝑃

𝑖
2 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 ) | |𝑃

𝑖
1 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 )) (2)

where 𝐾𝐿 denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence, 𝑃𝑖1 means the
distribution of the model output in the first forward pass. Our final
loss is the combination of 𝐿𝑅 and 𝐿𝐶𝐸 :

𝐿 = 𝐿𝐶𝐸1 + 𝐿𝐶𝐸2 + 𝛼 · 𝐿𝑅 (3)

𝛼 is a hyper parameter which could be adjusted.

3.6 Data Resampling
There are two facts why we used resampling method. Firstly, we
merged the data sets of task1 and task2; Secondly, some online
test data appeared in task1 had been removed.Those resulted in
changes of the distribution of data. The distributions of training set
and validation set are shown in Table 2. Therefore, we resampled
the training set according to the distribution of the validation set
where the distribution is closer to the test set. The resampled data
did not directly improve the performance of our single model, but
it played a significant role in the phase of ensemble.

3.7 Ensemble
For task2, we trained four different models as shown in Table 3 and
took their output probabilities as features to train a 4-class GBDT
classifier. For task3, We utilized a 2-class GBDT classifier to fuse
the outputs of the models above for task2 and another two models
as shown in Table 3.

3.8 Inference Optimization
We needed to consider model inference acceleration due to time
constraints at submission and multi-models ensemble that caused
inference time to grow exponentially. The first optimization is to
convert the float32 model parameters into float16 which can crop
the model size into half. And then with the help of amp inference
toolkit, the inference speed is doubled. Furthermore, we removed
redundant operations, performed constant folding and used kernel

Table 4: Inference time Comparison

batch-size 128 1000times min avg max tp99

pytorch fp32 17.64ms 18.32ms 27.75ms 21.67ms
pytorch fp16 9.01ms 10.66ms 25.16ms 11.32ms

onnx optimization 6.29ms 6.46ms 23.26ms 8.60ms

Table 5: Single Model Performance

Model based on InfoXLM-large Task2 F1 Score (Public)

w/ dataset split

DAPT 0.810
DAPT + resample 0.811
DAPT + R-Drop 0.814
DAPT + resample + R-Drop 0.816
DAPT + R-Drop + 2 adjacent products 0.819
R-Drop + adjacent 2 products 0.813

w/o dataset split

DAPT + R-Drop 0.812

fusion under onnxruntime framework. Finally, We achieved nearly
three-times speed-up as shown in Table 4 during inference stage.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Overall Performance
As shown in Table 7, our best single model achieved the F1 score
of 0.821 on task2, and ensemble model F1 scored of 0.824 and 0.871
on public test set of task2 and task3 respectively. The effects on
task2 of methods introduced in Section 3 are shown in Table 5, and
we will introduce some strategies mentioned individually in the
following subsections.

4.2 Dataset Split
Using the validation set obtained according to method mentioned
in Section 3 enabled us to stop the training of the model more
precisely and to select the model with the best online performance.
As shown in Table 5, the replacement of validation set brought us
an improvement of 0.002 points.

4.3 Domain Adaptive Pretraining
As shown in Table 5, compared with the model using domain adap-
tive pretraining (dapt) technique, the score of the model without
dapt technique decreased by 0.006, from 0.819 to 0.813, which shows
that there is a great difference between the data distribution of e-
commerce scenarios and general scenarios. It also proves that dapt
can alleviate this inconsistency and improve the classification effect
of the model in the field of e-commerce.

4.4 Utilization of Adjacent Products
Based on our experimental results, the utilization of adjacent prod-
ucts improved our single model from 0.814 to 0.821. We further
explored the impact of different numbers of adjacent products on
the effect of the model, the results are shown in Table 6. All the
scores of the experiments with adjacent products information are
higher than the basic model with R-Drop, which proves that the
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Table 6: Affects of Title Quantity in Context

# Titles in context Task2 F1 Score (Public)

0 0.814
2 0.819
3 0.819
4 0.821
6 0.820

Table 7: Model Ensemble Performance

System F1 Score (Public)

task2 single model 0.821
ensemble with naive average 0.823
ensemble with LightGBM 0.824

task3 single model -
ensemble with naive average -
ensemble with LightGBM 0.871

adjacent products are strong features for the model to calculate the
similarity between query and product. We suggest the reason why
the context title is effective is that these adjacent products provide
more keyword information related to the query. The matching de-
gree of target product with these keyword information can reflect
the correlation degree between the target product and the query.
It should be noted that the number of adjacent products is not the
more the better. When the number increases to 6, the effect of the
model is lower than that when the number is 4. We believe that
as the number of products increases, the more query-irrelevant
information is included in the titles of these products, which leads
to a decrease in model effectiveness.

4.5 Consistency Learning
The R-drop technology helped us get the best single model scored
0.821 on task2 public test set. In fact, we have tried other consis-
tency learning methods. For example, we used some data enhance-
ment strategies such as translation, adding random noise, and then
minimized the bidirectional KL-divergence between the output
distributions of origin sample and enhanced sample like R-Drop.
Among them, dropout strategy worked better than those other
enhancement methods.

4.6 Ensemble
Due to the competition deadline, we didn’t have enough time to try
too many model-fusion strategies, other than averaging method
and using GBDT. According to the Table 7, we can see that with the
same models, the LightGBM method scores 0.001 higher than the
simple average ensemble method, which proves the effectiveness
of LightGBM.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced our solution for KDD Cup 2022 ESCI
Challenge for Improving Product Search, including 4 parts: 1) A

domain adaptive pretrained model which can capture the correla-
tion effectively between a query and a product. 2) We proposed
to take the adjacent products of the target product as an impor-
tant feature to provide context information, so as to improve the
classification performance of the model. 3) Using consistency learn-
ing techniques like R-Drop to improve model robustness. 4) Other
positive strategies such as data resampling and model ensemble.

In the future, We will try knowledge distillation to reduce the im-
pact of noise data, and we plan to further refine our approach from
the perspective of cross-lingual text representation, considering
that the dataset is multilingual.
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Table 8: Hyperparameters tuned in our system

Parameter Value

Epoch 2
Batch Size 64,128

Learning Rate 1e-5
Warm-up Steps 6000
Weight Decay 1e-8

Sequence Length 256,384
R-Drop 𝛼 0.5

A APPENDIX
Table 8 shows the implementation detail of our solution which
could help reproduce our solution to the challenge.
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